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Essay Answer 
Specifically, in the past century, society has conBnued to raise concerns regarding carbon 
emissions and climate change. As a result, there has been a conBnued demand for certain 
industries, specifically in engineering pracBces, to find sustainable soluBons that promote 
environmentally friendly methods of producBon all to reduce negaBve impacts on nature. Due 
to a lack of awareness, material usage, and transportaBon methods, among other issues, the 
engineering industry accounts for a large majority of the carbon emissions put out into the 
environment.   
 As a graduate, many opportuniBes exist for new employees to get involved in trying to help 
resolve these issues. Mastering and implemenBng energy-saving technologies would be a great 
way to get involved, which would address areas where the industry lacks eco-friendly pracBces. 
In recognizing areas where organizaBons show high rates of carbon emissions, firms can begin 
working toward incorporaBng sustainability design principles in their projects. Research and 
development are pivotal in addressing problems and finding beMer, more efficient ways to 
produce results. To conBnue to find new ways to promote carbon reducBon, it is important to 



be up to date on the informaBon being put out regarding carbon emissions. For instance, it 
could be very beneficial to be cerBfied in areas such as environmental design as society 
conBnues to advocate for sustainability. This is just one-way new graduates can make 
themselves stand out in the workplace and offer soluBons that will have a posiBve impact on 
the environment.  
   Furthermore, graduates new to the industry can advocate for sustainability within their 
pracBce by raising awareness surrounding the importance of carbon miBgaBon. Since the issue 
has been brought to the public eye recently, many engineering firms have not promoted 
sustainability as well as they should be in the office. Keeping up to date on renewable energy 
sources, sustainability pracBces, and advancements in carbon reducBon methods is a great way 
to educate peers and supervisors on the issues at hand.  Leading group discussions 
addressing carbon emission issues would be a great way to get involved as well. This would help 
graduates in their own careers as it shows that he or she is willing to take the iniBaBve and be a 
leader. StarBng a group focused on carbon miBgaBon within the pracBce would be a great way 
to become a leader quickly. Not to menBon, taking the iniBaBve will open many opportuniBes if 
successful. From the perspecBve of a boss, he or she is going to want to give more responsibility 
to the individual that is willing to put themselves out there and lead the group.  
  Overall, carbon emissions have become a huge topic of discussion in recent years. It will 
not be long before steps toward an eco-friendlier environment are taken, which will impact the 
engineering industry dramaBcally. Keeping up to date on carbon miBgaBon and thinking about 
sustainable design principles that can be incorporated into the workplace are great ways to 
stand out early on in one’s career. It could potenBally save companies millions of dollars in the 
future. 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 




